
The Power of Habit
We've all got them. Some we try and eliminate, others we try and cultivate.

They're habits.

Frankly, most of us think more about eliminating bad habits than we consider
fostering positive ones -- and yet, creating and cultivating good habits is one of
the best skills you can develop.

Think of yourself -- if you're like most people, you've got quite a few habits, many
of which you aren't even aware of. You probably brush your teeth roughly the
same way each time you do it. You likely eat the same sorts of food, drive the
same way to work, and sleep on the same side of the bed. You probably fill your
car up at the same gas station. You might habitually do the same sort of
exercise, at the same time.

You may also habitually tear yourself down or build yourself up. You might defeat
yourself before you even start, or give yourself a boost that makes your success
more likely.

Habit is a strange and mysterious thing. On one side, a habit can soon become a
self-limiting rut -- and ruts are notoriously difficult to change. On the other hand, a
habit can easily become a path that you can use to climb to greater heights.

There isn't really a lot of difference between good habits and bad ones. Some
habits might be bad in some people, good in others. The difference is that a good
habit makes us better, a bad habit makes us worse.

If you brush your teeth morning and night, it was probably drilled into you when
you were a child. You may not have wanted to do it to begin with, but it soon
become something that you did because it became a habit. If you have negative
habits as well, they are likely something that at some point in your life filled a
need. Few negative habits still fill the need that they served at one time, and
instead they keep us from the positive results that good habits provide.

Forming good habits can make a significant difference in our lives. Even simple
habits, such as planning your day, reading in your field, and working a bit harder
can turn our lives around.

Many great attributes, such as treating co-workers with respect, following through
with what you promise, keeping up with trends in the marketplace, or maintaining
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proper communications with management and employees are attributes that can
be developed through developing good habits.

Learning to treat others in a responsible way, for example, is largely a result of
making a habit of acting towards others in a particular method. Just as a person
can develop a habit of swearing, that same person can develop the habit of using
positive speech. A person who has developed the habit of spending time at the
"water cooler" can develop the habit of walking around the office occasionally, to
see if your employees need any help.

Someone who develops the habit of reading the paper each day can easily
extend that habit to include reading in your field each day. Others who willingly
spend time communicating with friends over e-mail can extend that habit to
keeping superiors in the loop, also over e-mail.

Habits are made by simply repeating an activity, until you get it right. Habits are
broken most easily by introducing new behavior patterns in place of the bad habit
-- thus, if you wish to eliminate a habit of drinking after hours with the boys,
choose instead to take that time to exercise with a different group. You've
reassigned the time period, and just moved the habit to a positive one.

It's up to each of us to develop and maintain habits that will assist us in our climb
to success.

We're going to develop habits one way or the other -- we might as well develop
some good ones.
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